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Jersey Shore's Ronnie Ortiz-Magro has long missed his relationship with Sammi Sweetheart, which was a huge focus from the show's original run. In Jersey Shore: The Reunion family premiere, she talks about a new fire in her life and also showcases some of their leaning photos. So, who is Ronnie's girlfriend, Jen Harley? According to Cosmopolitan, Ronnie first announced
Harley's pregnancy back in December, and People magazine reported that he gave birth to their baby - a daughter - earlier this month. The baby looks like Ronnie, his co-star Nicole Polizzi, aka Snooki, said in the same Person article. He's a tanner out of me! I was angry. Per Us Weekly, Harley has another child from a previous relationship. So their brand new daughter, whose
name is the couple has yet to reveal, has an 11-year-old brother. While there wasn't a ton of information available online about Harley, she appeared briefly at the reboot premiere of Jersey Shore, enjoying her other pregnancy while warning Ronnie to be as good as she partyed in Miami, and joked better not to make her down there. Cosmo also reported that Harley was seen in
Miami for at least part of the actor's time there filming the reboot, and could therefore reappear on the show before the season ended. Meanwhile, Jersey Shore fans can see her Instagram, @tater_tot_kitty, for a photo from her adorable and instant baby shower featuring her cute super dog. Aside from the definite chaos with Ronnie's zip to Miami for filming while Harley was in the
middle of his pregnancy, apparently the birth itself was also wild - Ronnie was on a plane at his cost when he got the news that Harley was in labour. I couldn't cope with the fact we were sleeping on a plane on the way to London and Ronnie woke up we said, 'Jen's in labour. I have to turn around,' Jenni JWoww Farley told People in the same article linked above. So we booked
his flight before we landed, and when we landed he had just been on another flight and went home. Jenni also confirmed that Ronnie made it back to Harley in time for a real birth, lucky, despite the bump on the road. She also added that she thought she would be a good dad to the little girl. You're going to watch this season and you'll see how much Ron takes care of everyone,
he told People. She looked out for all the girls - she had that instinct in it, she had a little sibling. The moment I saw pictures of her and the baby I'm just like ... you know. You know what I mean? You just know. And that's a good sign, given that all of Ronnie's shenanigans came in during his first age at Jersey Shore. (Not that he is the only one.) Ronnie said straight from the bat in
the reboot premiere that he was allowed to see but did not touch, about others And she and Pauly had a conversation about how even Ronnie wasn't a good husband or boyfriend, he could be a good dad. So there are already concerns among fans that he might get back to his old ways. She and Harley still seemed together and happy though, shortly after the birth of their
daughter. So maybe Ronnie really kept it together and stayed loyal throughout the entire show. Family Vacation is all about how many stars have grown up, after all. Actor Jersey Shore is a bunch of eccentricities. Before becoming their family today, these guidos and guidance are strangers who want to enjoy the summer in Jersey Shore. Find out what each of Jersey Shore's
roommates did to impress the casting director to get the show. MTV 'Jersey Shore' actress | Photo by Tiffany Rose/WireImage's Jersey Shore' would originally be the competition Before Jersey Shore became a reality series, it was a VH1 project originally understood to be an all-male competition show, according to Vulture. Casting directors look for men of gym rats and shooters.
The original concept for the reality series is similar to the Challenge. Shelly Tatro, a VH1 executive, initially reached out to casting director Doron Ofir on the project. He [showed] me a stock recording tape called 'America's Greatest Guido,' a origin I can't remember, Ofir recalled. It's funny. Later, Tatro introduced the idea to SallyAnn Salsano. [He] called me and was like, 'S.A.,
you're the biggest guido I know, says Salsano. Along with Ofir, they are looking to find the most eccentric guidos around. 'The Situation' is one of the first to be thrown as an aspiring underwear model, Mike The Situation Sorrentino is an obvious choice. Someone told me that VH1 tried to perform about guidos from the East Coast, Sorrentino told Vulture. It was supposed to be a
challenge type show at first. I did the pilot. Pauly DJ's lifestyle put him at the top of the list With Sorrentino locked up, Ofir turned streak to Pauly DelVecchio. What put Pauly D at the top immediately of the list was that he owned his own tanning stall in his own home, ofir said. RELATED: 'Shore Jersey': Is Sammi 'Sweetheart' Giancola and Angelina Pivarnick Still Friends?
DelVecchio is remembered for getting a message on MySpace. I was on Rhode Island, DJing away, he said. They said they liked my look for a potential show. When the production wants to film a day in DelVecchio's life, naturally he takes them to the gym, naming, and then Club. Ronnie was in the right place at the right time Ronnie Ortiz-Magro was already on the beach when
the casting was hunting for talent. He recalled being approached at a Belmar nightclub. [A woman came to me and] was like, like, you fit the criteria of someone we send for the presentation. Do you want to try?' Ortiz-Magro acted like a complete crazy person in his audition, taking his shirt off and pumping the shooter - something that appealed for casting immediately. Being a
guido antithesis got Vinny dumped Vinny Guadagnino stuck as he was different. He initially filled the application as a joke, but it caught the attention of casting! I fill [the app] out, like, 'Listen, I like to go to Jersey Shore, but I don't look like your typical guido.' When he got a callback a year later, his life changed forever. Women are not on the game plan As mentioned earlier, the
original concept of the show is an all-man competition series. Finally, Ofir feels that all-male actors don't offer enough drama. I kept saying, 'Look, preen boys' - you know, they're peacocks - 'but the girls are fighting,'' she said. So, casting begins to find females. RELATED: 'Jersey Shore': Truth About Nicole 'Snooki' Polizzi and Friendship Deena Cortese 'Snooki' use alcohol and
acrobatics to get noticed Nicole Snooki Polizzi showed her audition drunk in a miniskirt. I saw audition posts on Facebook for a show called Guidos and Guidettes, explained Polizzi. I went there drunk, because it was in the bar, and the rest was history. Ofir knew he was right for the show when he started doing cartwheels and flips. Bronzer who was smuggled on his application
also helped a bit. 'Raunch' Angelina helped her highlight Angelina Pivarnick was approached by the Shore jersey at a nightclub. [Someone in the decider] went, 'Listen, I've been watching you for half an hour, and I think you're amazing,' Pivarnick recalled. He sealed the deal when he was asked what he would do stay at home with four hot, tons of guidos. Crews loved the answer:
I'd put whipped cream all over their bodies and flash it. 'JWoww' tested for 'Jersey Shore' as a joke at the time Jersey Shore was deciding, Jenni JWoww Farley worked at a nightclub on Long Island. We hold casting calls all the time, he said. They have decided to a VH1 show called Paris Hilton's New BFF, and my best friend wants to be on it so bad. When his friend's audition had
previously not exercised, Farley encouraged him to try at his club so he could try as well. They called me a few weeks later, [saying,] 'We really thought we'd love you for this Guido Number One show,'' he said. As they say, the rest is history! Guidos and this guide make a name for themselves, both in the reality TV world and the hearts of Jersey Shore fans everywhere. Jersey
Shore fans can finally see Angelina Pivarnick's wedding - and all the drama comes with it. After such an explosive finale, many fans wanted to know if Deena Cortese would return for another season of Jersey Shore: Family Vacation. Deena Cortese | Photo by Rodin Eckenroth/WireImage The speech was allegedly forced by Pivarnick's production and her husband, Chris
Larangeira, claiming to have known nothing about the speech until it would happen. A former producer who worked in seasons 1 and 2 of the series thinks otherwise. The production [might tell Angelina] that Jenni, Deena, and Nicole need to be in her bridal party and that they need to make a speech at her wedding, the former publisher said on Reddit. From what I've been told,
Jenni, Nicole, and Deena don't want to make speeches, they continue. Notably, they feel it doesn't make sense because they are not close to [Angelina]. But, they also sign an iron-clad contract and must go along with production. I heard that they said that they would only do it, as long as the production gave Angelina a head. The production told Angelina that the speeches 'could'
be explosive. Polizzi has also spoken of the speech being a necessity for the show, explaining how he never wanted to do it. I really told the producers, 'I'm not going to do a speech because I'm not comfortable doing one; I don't think we should do one,' Polizzi told The Ashley Reality Roundup. We had to do something we didn't want to do. People threaten Deena after they hear a
speech Before the final season airs, a clip of the famous bride's speech leaked online. After people hear it, Cortese addresses this issue of heads in deleted Instagram posts ever since: Listen, I understand you're all disappointed about our speech, but we also included nice things in it too, write Cortese (via E! News). Cortese and his roommate thought Pivarnick would seek jokes
in their speeches because, as Cortese said, Angelina always said 'I've never taken myself seriously.' RELATED: 'Jersey Shore: Family Vacation': Why The Guy's Choreographed Dance Was Over-Shadowed Cortese said she received threats and, in some cases, a verbal attack on her son, Christopher John. Hope bad at my son - how are you better? he continued. Our speech
was not meant to be malicious. I am not a mean person, and our intentions are never negative. After the episode aired, Jenni JWoww Farley addresses this malice, tweeting: I stayed so many nights listening to Deena crying over called the name she didn't deserve. All while Angelina basked in the spotlight she was given. 7 months I waited for the night No matter how close the
actor seemed to have gotten in season 3, it seems that's no longer the case. Will Deena return for another season of 'Jersey Shore: Family Vacation'? During Speech, Pt. 2, 2, Snooki Polizzi, Cortese, and Farley all seemed disappointed. Among Pivarnick's explosive reactions to their speeches to the cortese of confusion felt about the reaction, there was a lot of guilt. I feel like this
is happening with Angelina a lot, says Cortese to the camera. He just laughed and told us he loved us, so I was completely confused. To make things right, Cortese tried to apologise to Pivarnick, who seemed to have nothing.  RELATED: 'Jersey Shore: Family Vacation': What Happened to Deena Cortese at Angelina Pivarnick's Wedding? Like his fellow actors, Cortese spoke of
Pivarnick's wedding after the episode aired. As one of cortese's most dramatic things says he's ever been a part of, it's unlikely he'll want to come back if the show does another season.  Season. 
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